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Message from

Steve Murrells

Coronavirus has impacted every aspect of our
lives, from what we can do, to where we can
go, to who we can see. It’s been tough.

Every person reading
this magazine is a
Local Hero.

I

t’s been a privilege to
work on a magazine
which not only showcases
and celebrates some
remarkable stories, but
also highlights the
resilience and
courage of
every colleague.
You all go
above and
beyond for the
benefit of the
country, colleagues
and our communities.
I hope you feel proud while
reading this magazine.
We only had 12 pages to fill,
but know there are so many
stories to be told. You can
keep telling them on Yammer
and through our re-opened
#BeingCoop awards.
Stay safe and take care.
Sarah Doherty
Magazine Editor

Food

200

5,000

temporary colleagues
joined store teams

£3M

colleagues
exchanged roles
to lend a hand
in store

Priority
shopping

to vulnerable
customers and those
who care for them

invested in protective equipment for
store colleagues, including protective screens, gloves
and hand sanitisers

Funeralcare
hardship
fund
which’ll help
address funeral
poverty at a time
when our clients
need it the most

6,500

students from
Co-op academies
receive a £20
Co-op Food voucher
every week of
unplanned closure

400

Introduced two new
memorial service options:

new colleagues recruited

Set up new
services,

including Direct Cremation
with cortège, a new flowers
service and online memorials

Celebration of
Life Service

is a service we arrange and conduct.

Family
Memorial Tribute
is where we support you to
arrange your own service

No late payment fees

In 24 hours,

to give customers
more accurate views
of current availability
of repair slots

You’ve been truly outstanding.
I’ve seen so many examples of
compassion, resilience, empathy
and understanding since lockdown
started in March.
Reading stories and posts and
watching videos from every corner
of our Co-op has given me great pride
– as it should you too. These are our
shared stories of how we came together
to do the right thing. We’ll never forget
2020 or the work you’ve done.
Our Co-op has a role to play in
keeping communities connected as

98%

Helping people gain vital

funds from their personal injury claims and
loved ones’ estates

Ringfenced slots for NHS workers

24/7 support

for customers struggling
to make monthly direct
debit payments

Car Insurance
reduced

to Fire and Theft for customers who
are not using their car at all and have
SORN (statutory off-road notification)

Weekly registration

volume
increased
300%

Steve Murrells
Co-op CEO

instead of home visits where we’d
make sure there’s little change
for clients who need us now more
than ever

of colleagues can
work from home

Health

we emerge from this. I’ve no doubt the
co-operative spirit I’ve seen in action
over the last few months will continue.
As lockdown eases, we have an
opportunity to shape this into our
new ‘normal’.
Thank you for all of the hard work
and the extra creativity and care –
you’re amazing.
It’s what we do.

Introduced video
or telephone calls

who’ve been externally advised to get a will in place but may
struggle with getting an appointment between 9am – 5pm

Insurance
we
enhanced our
‘deployment tool’

W

e’ve had to adapt,
and adapt fast.
We’ve changed the
way we do things
in so many parts of
our business. We’ve introduced new
processes, campaigns, equipment
and services. You’ve had to work
differently, get used to new technology,
and in some instances do new jobs.
All of you have risen to the challenges
life has presented and done the
right things for customers, members,
communities and each other.

Legal

Funeralcare
Launched the
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1,941

Logistics

12.35m

cases picked in one
week, over 700,000 cases
higher than the previous

10,000+

cases of hand sanitiser and
wipes picked and delivered

volunteered to
undergo training

to support the Estate Planning
team as demand has increased

76%

– our highest level of new
registrations in one week

since February

Colleagues in
Personal Injury have

13,295

of prescriptions
converted to
home delivery

NHS prescriptions fulfilled in
April (compared to 5,181 in February)

29,000

deliveries and 2.1m
kilometres travelled
in one week (that’s 52
times round the world)

1,500

new or temporary
colleagues recruited

77
4,000

more vehicles hired and
extra cages bought
to support the huge
volumes delivered
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Everyone’s lives have changed dramatically during the crisis,
but this hasn’t stopped you supporting your communities
and each other. With enough stories from Yammer, Social
Media and our reopened #BeingCoop Awards to fill an entire
magazine, here’s a selection of our #LocalHeroes.

Thinking
outside the box

As a seasonal store, North Berwick
would usually be serving thousands
of tourists. Ben Letby, Area Manager,
explained how colleagues have shown
their outstanding community spirit:
“Because tourists were rightly staying
at home, store manager Andrew Bates
and his team began delivering essential
shopping to the many vulnerable
customers in the community.
It’s even more incredible because
the store doesn’t normally offer
home delivery. Last month they
celebrated 100 contact-free deliveries
in one week! They’ve even done it on
their way to and from work, or on their
days off. I’m so proud of them”.

Kindness
matters

Andrew Bates, Store
Manager (front) – North
Berwick store and his team

Isolation celebrations
Derek Bryson, Dual Store Manager
Symington and Stewarton, shared
a heart-warming tale about doing
what matters for a customer.
Due to illness, a regular customer
had to self-isolate at home. As his
sheltered housing is nearby, the
team adapted to make sure he could
still get his supplies. He’d shout out
items he needed from his window,
throwing payment to colleagues in a
money bag. The team then delivered
his shopping, making time for a chat.
During one of these chats, he

mentioned he
wasn’t looking
forward to his
birthday because
of his isolation.
Team Leader Avril Eason decided
there could still be a celebration,
and surprised him at his window
with a special delivery of a Victoria
sponge cake with candles.
His daughters thanked the team
for brightening his day and for
reassuring them he was being
looked out for.
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Seconded as Roundhay Store Manager,
Kalwant Sian jumped straight in leading
his team through one of the most
challenging times imaginable, while
maintaining his community passion.
“Tony Phull and I organised a
colleague and customer collection from
six stores in my area – raising over £500
towards essential items for colleagues
and patients of St James’s hospital
in Leeds. I’ve also supported a local
community group, CATCH, setting up a
food donation point instore so we can
get food parcels to vulnerable people in
the community”.
By working with the local Member
Pioneer, they’ve successfully connected
local people wanting to help elderly and
vulnerable people in the community –
delivering shopping to them and even
making friendly calls so they’ve got
someone to chat with.
Truly living our Co-op values is all part
of just another normal day for Kal.

Kalwant Sian, Store Manager
Roundhay store (second right) at the
Leeds cluster cheque presentation

Jo Whitfield, Chief Executive, Food
It’s humbling to see how our colleagues have come together in these uncertain times. It takes incredible strength
and courage to be adapting and delivering much needed service in times like these, so never underestimate
the difference you make or the impact you have. The Co-op plays a fundamental part of our local communities,
and our colleagues showcased here epitomise how we are a true community retailer. I’m so proud of and grateful to every
single one of our colleagues featured and the difference they continue to make every day for our customers and members.
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Helping clients
in challenging
circumstances

A client in Australia
needed support
with probate,
after her father
who lived in the
UK passed away.
Sadly she couldn’t
come home to attend
the funeral or start the process of
managing his estate.
Probate Consultant David Finn,
(pictured) normally provides
home consultations, but adapted to
telephone meetings. David called the
lady eight times as restrictions made
the phone cut out, but he persevered,
determined to give all the information
and his usual level of service.
Throughout the stressful situation,
David put her mind at ease.
“David started the process of probate
and estate administration with so much
care and clarity. During the two hour
telephone meeting David made me feel
very confident that my Dad’s estate is in
good hands.”
David and his colleagues always
do what they can, no matter the
circumstances. “We all do what’s best
for a family and everything we can to
relieve the burden on them during such
a sad time.”

Self-isolation doesnt
mean you’re alone
Supply Chain team member Alison,
was worried when her niece living
in rural County Durham contracted
coronavirus and couldn’t get out to
buy food for her or her twins boys,
who are autistic.
Alison and other family members
tried to arrange supermarket
deliveries but couldn’t get a slot.
Despite living miles away
in Manchester, Alison managed to

contact Chris
Taylor, Store
Manager of
Ushaw Moor store.
She couldn’t believe
the response. Although the store
didn’t have a delivery vehicle to use,
Chris personally took two deliveries
to Alison’s niece, making sure she got
everything she needed for her period
of isolation.

Chris Ashworth making deliveries in ‘Elvis’
the Insurance emergency response vehicle

Keeping colleagues connected

From Liverpool to Nottingham, Chris Ashworth has been there for vulnerable
and shielding Insurance colleagues.
When colleagues received letters letting them know they were vulnerable
and should stay home, there wasn’t time to get equipment built and ready for
everyone who normally works in our offices.
As well as driving a total of 1,600 miles in a month, Chris liaised with
colleagues at home and the IT team, making sure equipment was delivered to
them which met their needs and requirements.
Everyone Chris handed equipment to was grateful. His actions protected
them and meant they could continue to work serving customers and
supporting colleagues.

Pippa Wicks, Co-op Deputy CEO
The media often focuses on supermarkets and the people supplying food when talking about
#LocalHeroes. These stories show how colleagues across all areas of the business are making
a huge difference in customers’ and colleagues’ lives, something I’m sure people are feeling
particularly grateful for at this moment. We’re having a positive impact through everything we do and these stories
are an inspiring reminder of that.
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Thank you

Kindness and care go a long way
Richard Bland, a Funeral Service
Manager in Northumberland
received a phone call from a
woman who’d sadly lost her mother.
Travel restrictions meant she was
unable to travel from Norway to
the UK to say goodbye – and was
understandably distraught.
Thinking of a new approach to tackle
this challenging situation, Richard
and his team organised a tripod to be
situated at the ceremony so the service
could be streamed live to the entire

Self-styled three amigos Steve Gell,
Andrew Walken and Jay Brereton have
been responsible for getting screens
and protective equipment designed,
tested and installed in food stores in just
two weeks.
Steve designed the screens but didn’t
want to install them without proper
testing; he needed to be sure they did
their job and protected people.
The team travelled to a number of stores
in the West Midlands testing the screens
in different formats, locations
and scenarios. The design worked
well, but these tests provided
valuable colleague feedback,

Member Pioneers

family in Norway – who’d gathered
in two separate homes to watch.
Richard also thoughtfully videocalled a family member before the
service, so they could say goodbye
to their mother individually.
The service was really
appreciated by the family –
they thanked everyone for the
professionalism, care and support
shown to their mother. They felt there
was no better way to celebrate their
mum’s life.

Keeping front line colleagues safe

allowing improvements to be made
and giving confidence that once
installed, they’d do their job.
Completing this in such a short timeframe meant late nights, early starts and
weekend working but it’s a great example
of cross functional work between
the Retail Support Centre,
Procurement and Format teams,
and Co-op suppliers.
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Member Pioneers (MPs) are dedicated to connecting and supporting people and
their communities. This role has never been so important. From helping the vulnerable
access things they need to creating support groups – all our Member Pioneers are
#LocalHeroes. Here are some of the amazing ways they’ve been supporting communities.

Being there for everyone
Putting
others first

Gillian Whitaker, Funeral
Arranger in Mirfield, has taken
on more responsibility and extra
hours to help support families in
these challenging circumstances.
She’s stepped up and conducted
funerals herself, which is usually
the role of a Funeral Director.
On top of this, Gillian’s
admirably committed her time as
a frontline Health Care Assistant
at Pinderfields Hospital and
spent her weekends caring
for patients on the hospital’s
demanding Covid ward.
Despite juggling a day
job and a hectic family life,
Gillian felt a strong urge
to help the frontline staff
and to care for those who
need it most.
Going above and
Gillian Whitaker,
beyond for others, Gillian
Funeral Arranger
is a shining example of
someone living our
Co-op values.

Sam Tyrer, MD, Co-op Funeralcare
We’ve all had to change the way we do things during this crisis. In Funeralcare, the team have adapted brilliantly
to restrictions in the way we conduct services and have been so thoughtful and creative when helping families say
goodbye to their loved ones. But the same is true all across our Co-op. Colleagues have pulled together to keep
people safe whilst continuing to do the right things for each other, our customers and our communities. I’ve felt very proud to
be a part of our Co-op at this time watching all of our colleagues step in to help the nation – truly inspirational!

by Paula Snowdon

I rallied a group of volunteers, and together with
support from our local Co-op store, we help the
vulnerable in the local community. We’ve been
delivering shopping and hot food parcels to those
who need it most, as well as providing referrals for
support agencies. People also sometimes just need a
friendly chat or someone to talk to. That’s what we’re
here for – to support everyone as best we can.

More than 4,050 of MP
hours invested in supporting
vulnerable people
Over 2,450 MP hours
spent finding volunteers

90% of MPs have either

started their own coronavirus
response group or signposted
people to join one
Over 3,590 hours of
time invested in reducing
isolation by keeping
people connected

Spreading a little bit of joy
by Steven Connelly

Sometimes it’s hard to keep positive every day but
imagine what it’s like for people who have little
contact with others or no family at all. To keep people
smiling and spread positivity, I created the ‘Sunshine
Through your Letterbox’ campaign. Local school
children draw pictures, write letters or poems that
they’d like to share with residents from our local
care homes. Neighbouring communities have also
become involved and together we’re sharing a little
bit of happiness.

3,593 local

causes engaged

22,868 is the

estimated number
of people supported

105 coronavirus
groups set up
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£750k

Over
raised for FareShare
through Co-op support so far

2.5 million

Over
meals
provided to those in need from
the money donated through
Co-op support so far
*FareShare is a registered charity in England and Wales no. 1100051. 18+. Texts costs £10 (fixed donation
amount) plus standard rate message.

Co-op Members’ Coronavirus Fund
Steve Murrells is donating 20% of his salary, over three
months, to Fareshare to kickstart the Co-op Members’
Coronavirus Fund.
The fund will make it easy for our 4.6 million members
to donate some or all of their 5% member rewards,
helping the most vulnerable in our society.
We’ll channel that money into FareShare and other
front-line community causes, and our new Funeralcare
Hardship Fund to support bereaved families who need
extra help in affording a funeral.
The Funeralcare Hardship Fund will help us address
the huge issue of funeral poverty at a time when extra
support is needed more than ever. Through the fund,
we’re able to give £250 towards the funeral costs of
anyone who’s died as a result of coronavirus, if there is
financial hardship.

Co-operating
in the fight against coronavirus

Co-operation is what we do best and we’re working hard to support our communities
through this crisis. Even at a time when social distancing means we can’t bring people
together physically, our sense of community and desire to help is stronger than ever.
Here are some of the ways we’re making a difference.

Supporting FareShare

W

e’ve donated £1.5m
worth of food to
FareShare, who
provide essentials to
over 4,000 community
food banks across the country.
Instead of airing our Easter marketing
campaign, we also donated £2.5m
of our media air time to showcase
FareShare and encourage people to

donate to them. The second burst of our
campaign featured England international
footballer Marcus Rashford, a supporter
of FareShare, who joined our colleague
line-up in a new edit of our fun videoconferencing style TV ad.
We’re encouraging our members to
be a local hero and support FareShare.
Anyone can donate online, from a
mobile by texting MEALS to 70490 to

give £10*, or at the till in store.
Gareth Batty, CEO at FareShare
Yorkshire, said:
“I lead the charity in Yorkshire to
ensure that we achieve our vision to
‘let no good food go to waste’, to
improve the wellbeing of people in
Yorkshire and see an end to food
insecurity in our region.
We’re extremely grateful to Co-op

for their partnership with us. The £1.5m
donation will help us to maintain the vital
food supplies required for the next 10
weeks, reassuring our charity members
the deliveries of fresh food and store
cupboard essentials will be there.
The campaign is incredible,
FareShare’s services are needed more
than ever so the opportunity to feature
us on the Local Heroes campaign is a
great chance to raise awareness about
what we do and for people to support
their local communities and those who
are in need.
The generous donations received
will enable us to provide emergency
food supplies to even more frontline
charities and community groups
across the UK.”

Co-operate
We’ve launched our new online platform, Co-operate, to help bring communities
together to make good things happen. It’s a digital way of connecting communities,
putting people who need help together with those who are able to give it.
We’re signposting advice from NHS England and Mind, and pulling together
volunteering opportunities, ways to get help and online community activities to best
support our communities across the UK. Our Member Pioneers are playing a key role
too, helping to connect communities both at a local and national level.
So far, we’ve seen 5,341
people offer their time
and 610 ask for help with
simple things that they’re
currently struggling with,
like picking up shopping or
prescriptions or just needing
a friendly chat.
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Jean-Marie Hughes
Lead Trade
Improvement Manager
My team’s done a great job of adapting.
We share responsibilities with some
reacting to queries whilst others focus
on the future. We’ve had to be agile
and change daily. I’ve been particularly
busy on Yammer, answering questions
from stores.
I’ve realised it’s ok to struggle with a
new way of working as we’re all going
through the same thing.
We have daily catch ups
to check everyone’s ok.
Lockdown and working
from home can create
isolation so we’re
looking after each other.
I’ve built a routine to
help me juggle everything
and each week I plan my diary,
scheduling meetings that work with
the kids’ routines and home schooling.
Being away from 1 Angel Square
has forced us all to communicate more
effectively, which will help us to land
things simpler and better for stores in
the future.

colleague.comms@coop.co.uk

Kieran Lister
Senior Claims Adviser, Insurance
Initially the biggest change was the noise,
it’s strange not being part of a large office.
Our challenge was maintaining all of our
systems as colleagues began working from home.
A great team effort meant we managed it without any
impact to our customers.
It’s important to take breaks from staring at screens during
the day. Getting some fresh air always helps, even if it’s just
opening a window. Reach out to friends and family – just
because we’re isolating physically, doesn’t mean we have to
isolate ourselves socially. Also, don’t be afraid to just relax
and do nothing in your free time. Downtime is valuable.
I’ve learned that we all want the best for each other, and
that we can come together in a big way even during a crisis.
I’ve also learned I’d quite like to wear pyjamas to work more often!

Virtual meetings, balancing homeschooling, social distancing and looking
after your wellbeing. Office-based
colleagues tell us how they’re adapting
and share tips for taking care of yourself.
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John Copeland
Team Manager at CBS
contact centre
Each day is different in my role, servicing both
stores and customer contact, but even more so in
the current climate. We’ve been providing care and
support to the most vulnerable customers and members in
our communities.
Lockdown has been easy as we’re still working in the office.
I’m lucky to continue with my working routine; when I
speak to others, it really dawns on me the impact this has
had on everyone.
It’s easy to carry on going and get involved with work but
I make sure I take downtime to switch off. At work, I review
processes that don’t add much value and approach these areas
to understand if we can improve them or remove tasks.
Personally, I’ve also learned I make lots of impulse buys I
really don’t need and can do without when shopping!

Support net work
Sophie Marshall
Admin Team Leader,
Legal Services
My team processes incoming post – wills, lasting powers of
attorney and trust associated documents – so it’s important
we’re in the office with clients’ paperwork.
Because consultants are now doing telephone and
video appointments instead of face to face, we’ve changed
our processes. Due to more appointments, we‘ve taken on six
temporary staff to keep things running smoothly so my main
challenge is training them quickly but at a social distance!
I‘ve realised the small things matter. How we’ve adapted to
support our more vulnerable clients has been greatly received.
We can react quickly and positively and I know we’ll
continue to be resilient.
My wellbeing tips are to keep positive, take
time to reflect and keep in touch. Both my
mum and grandad are having ongoing health
treatment, and not being able to see them
is hard. I want to thank all my colleagues for
their contributions during this difficult time.

Ellie Westwood
Funeralcare Team
Manager at Co-op
Service Centre
Work has changed drastically as I’m now supporting the
team in the office along with colleagues working from home.
We’ve recruited over 100 new colleagues meaning all
hands on deck with training and making them feel welcome.
We’ve also launched several exciting projects, including one
supporting vulnerable customers. This has been rewarding
and an honour to be a part of.
The biggest thing I’ve learned is that teamwork really
does make the dream work. It’s refreshing to see everyone
pull together.
My top tips for looking after your wellbeing are walking
the dog (mine’s a good listener) and putting your mind
to something creative, don’t be scared to take on a
new challenge. I’ve finally put my drama degree to good
use, going back to my passion by starting to write a play!

Julie Farrell
Customer Service,
Insurance
Working from home was something
I never imagined; there’s been so
much work behind the scenes to
make it possible. It brings challenges
at first, like using systems you’re not
used to, but I feel supported and more
confident now.
It’s a worrying time and it does
affect you. But it helps to know we can
support customers as there are people
out there facing greater challenges.
I’ve taken a couple of sad calls and it
puts things into perspective.
I miss my work family and have
felt isolated at times, however, I shared
this with my team and received an influx
of support. My advice to others is;
keep smiling, have your down times
but share it with someone – don’t bottle
it up. Be supportive and ask for help if
you need it. Also, keep away from the
biscuit barrel!
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Our world was enormous,
A whole globe to explore.
Then it shrank without warning
To within our front door.
Restaurants lay empty
The bars shut their doors.
No pints to be pulled
No drinks to be poured.
Classrooms fell silent,
Kids stayed at home.
And people were furloughed,
We all felt alone.
Disconnected from family,
From loved ones, from friends.
We followed the news feeds
Asking, ‘when will this end?’
But our heroes kept working
Filling the shelves.
Feeding the nation,
With no thought for themselves.
They buried our loved ones
Helped say best goodbyes.
They stood by the gravesides
Wiped tears from their eyes.
They paid out insurance
When flights were grounded
And our lorries kept rolling
Our teams never floundered
They dispensed the prescriptions,
Counted out pills.
Sorted out probate,
And drew up the wills.
They delivered the shopping
And stocked up the foodbanks
They connected communities
And for that we say,’thanks!’
The reason they did it?
It’s simple...that’s true
It’s because we’re the Co-op
It’s just what we do.
By Sarah Cullen,
Head of Internal Communications

SCAN TO
WATCH
OUR VIDEO

